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In my family home adults spoke Meryam mir, the traditional language. When I went to primary
school on Mer everyone spoke Pidgin, the Torres Strait Creole, except for the white Principle
IDAGI
who spoke English. As a Coconut I wouldRICARDO
have preferred
to converse in perfect English, then
THE
COCONUT
speak to my elders in Meryam mir and disregard the2012
derogatory slave lingo, Torres Strait
EARTHENWARE
Creole. In using this lingo people can GLAZED
continue
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citizen; Creole is the language of slave labour inX which
$5,000
‘kole’ which originally meant master or boss-man; today, however, every white man is ‘kole’.
Continuing with this slave language we even call our bros, ‘coon’. ‘Bala speak da coon em
. COM
come ya pass.’ (Tell that bloke to VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY
come here.)
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2.
Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing 2012
glazed earthenware, feathers, cane
60.0 x 27.0 x 65.0 cm
$6,500
RICARDO IDAGI
WOLF IN SHEEP’S CLOTHING 2012
GLAZED EARTHENWARE, FEATHERS, CANE
60.0 X 27.0 X 65.0 CM
$6,500X
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing 2012 (detail)
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the sculpture is a suffering man who bears his own heavy cross but to the wolf this suffering is
his power and gives him recognition as a priest. I chose orange glaze – when the suffering
becomes power it’s disguised as a golden fleece.

RICARDO IDAGI
WOLF IN SHEEP’S CLOTHING 2012 (DETAIL)
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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The white glaze is glossed over the face but it
cannot mask3.the rough texture and the true
Skin,
White
Mask
colour of theBlack
raku clay
which
speaks
out 2012
from
within and defies
all raku
principles of hand
glazed
glazing in pottery.
21.5 x 17.0 x 16.0 cm

In this self-portrait I search deep within myself,
unlocking secret compartments that have
been under lock and key, white-washed,
since my childhood – child abuse, teasing
and negative reinforcements, racism, social
trauma and culture shock.”

The white glaze is glossed over the face but it cannot mask the rough texture and the true
colour of the raku clay which speaks out from within and defies all principles of hand glazing
in pottery.
In this self-portrait I search deep within myself, unlocking secret compartments that have
been under lock and key, white-washed, since my childhood – child abuse, teasing and
RICARDO IDAGI
negative reinforcements, racism, social trauma and culture shock.
BLACK SKIN, WHITE MASK 2012
GLAZED RAKU
21.5 X 17.0 X 16.0 CM
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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This vessel holds the lost language, culture
4.
and traditions that the missionaries flogged
Dari The
Urnschoolteachers
2012
out of my ancestors.
earthenware
flogged it out ofglazed
the children
because they
had a different way
themselves.
25.0ofxexpressing
20.0 x 20.0
cm
This Dari Urn is something tangible to
capture the intangible. I imagine that I’m
holding a thimble to capture every single
This vessel holds the lost language, culture and traditions that the missionaries flogged out of
raindrop in a storm.”

my ancestors. The schoolteachers flogged it out of the children because they had a different
way of expressing themselves. This Dari Urn is something tangible to capture the intangible. I
imagine that I’m holding a thimble to capture every single raindrop in a storm.
RICARDO IDAGI
DARI URN 2012
GLAZED EARTHENWARE
25.0 X 20.0 X 20.0 CM
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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5.
Happy Anniversary – Zulai Won 2012
glazed earthenware
20.0 x 25.0 x 25.0 cm

RICARDO IDAGI
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY – ZULAI WON 2012
GLAZED EARTHENWARE
20.0 X 25.0 X 25.0 CM
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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6.
Barramundi 2012
earthenware, feathers, wood, raffia
60.0 x 63.0 x 12.0 cm

RICARDO IDAGI
BARRAMUNDI 2012
EARTHENWARE, FEATHERS, WOOD, RAFFIA
60.0 X 63.0 X 12.0 CM
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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7.
Barracuda 2012
earthenware, feathers, wood, raffia
70.0 x 72.0 x 14.0 cm

RICARDO IDAGI
BARRACUDA 2012
EARTHENWARE, FEATHERS, WOOD, RAFFIA
70.0 X 72.0 X 14.0 CM
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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8.
Barramoney (til next week) 2012
earthenware, feathers, wood, raffia
57.0 x 50.0 x 12.0 cm

RICARDO IDAGI
BARRAMONEY (TIL NEXT WEEK) 2012
EARTHENWARE, FEATHERS, WOOD, RAFFIA
57.0 X 50.0 X 12.0 CM
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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9.
Rainbow Runner 2011
turtle flake, wood, cane, feathers, raffia, pearl shell, goa nut
38.0 x 87.0 x 14.0 cm

RICARDO IDAGI
RAINBOW RUNNER 2011
TURTLE FLAKE, WOOD, CANE, FEATHERS, RAFFIA, PEARL SHELL, GOA NUT
38.0 X 87.0 X 14.0 CM
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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10.
Dari 2012
feathers, cane, raffia, pearl shell
85.0 x 67.0 cm

RICARDO IDAGI
DARI 2012
FEATHERS, CANE, RAFFIA, PEARL SHELL
85.0 X 67.0 CM
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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11.
Dari 2012
feathers, cane, raffia, pearl shell, goa nut
80.0 x 63.0 cm

RICARDO IDAGI
DARI 2012
FEATHERS, CANE, RAFFIA, PEARL SHELL, GOA NUT
80.0 X 63.0 CM
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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12.
Dari 2012
feathers, cane, raffia, pearl shell
90.0 x 53.0 cm

RICARDO IDAGI
DARI 2012
FEATHERS, CANE, RAFFIA, PEARL SHELL
90.0 X 53.0 CM
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM
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I worked on the mask in fine detail searching for the innocence and beauty that is the soul of
a child. But I conceded to the fact that theRICARDO
mask is
an empty shell; the face is an imprint of my
IDAGI
memory as a small boy. It is emptyUPI
ofMOP
the LE
spirit
ofEND
myMAN
youth,
– TAIL
2011taken away by child abusers and
molesters.
When
I
wear
the
mask
I
am
ready
to
take
back
spirit.
When
I dance
my victory
TURTLE SHELL, TURTLE FLAKE, MUSSEL SHELL, PEARL SHELL, COWRIE SHELL, HEMP that
STRING,
GOOSE
FEATHERS,
CASSOWARY
FEATHERS,
dance, I break SAIMI
their SAIMI
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the power
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spirit that I lost as
SEEDS,
BLACK EBONY
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a child.
WHITE OCHRE, SEE TREE BLACK CORAL, DIGITAL PROJECTOR
130.0 X 90.0 X 130.0 CM

The large fish sculpture on top of the mask is called upi mop le, literally tail end man. It is a
fish named turrum or albacore and closely related
WINNER:to the king Trevally. Sometimes, when the
men fish with their spears for king Trevally, they miss their prey but they know there is a tail
NEW MEDIA AWARD, 28TH TELSTRA NATIONAL ABORIGINAL & TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER ART AWARD,
ender, upi mop le, MUSEUM
so they &are
forOF
him
the tailTERRITORY,
ender becomes
the target of their
ARTready
GALLERY
THEand
NORTHERN
DARWIN, 2011.
spears. I was the tail ender. I was the target of those men.
VIVIENANDERSONGALLERY. COM

